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Exmoor history. John Knight was the wealthy ironmaster from Worcestershire who 

bought the Royal Forest of Exmoor from the Crown in 1819. He began an ambitious 

programme of work to transform the rough land into a ‘gentleman’s estate’, spending the 

equivalent of millions of pounds in just two years. A mansion was begun but never finished 

as an inheritance did not materialise and the Knights came 

close to ruin.  John Knight’s son, Frederick Winn Knight 

(pictured left), inherited in 1850.  He was an M.P and relied 

on local agents for the day-to-day management of the 

estate. When Frederick’s own son died as a young man the 

dynastic nature of the enterprise was defeated. Frederick 

Knight, still an M.P and knighted in 1884, sold the land. He 

died 1897 and was buried at Simonsbath on Exmoor.  

The Project, in partnership with the Exmoor National Park 

Authority, involves u3a members reading and transcribing 

hand-written documents into a digital format to increase usefulness and accessibility. The 

documents, now in the Somerset Heritage Centre, were found neglected in an attic in the 

Midlands, date from between 1819 and 1884. More than 450 documents have been 

completed in 4 Project phases each lasting about 6 months. 

Over 20 members have 

dealt with account books, 

business letters, mainly 

from the various men 

employed as agents for 

the Knight Family, and 

family letters. Project participants have found a plethora of aspects of Victorian country life 

– fences and boundary walls, poachers, tenant farmers, labourers’ cottages, farm leases, 

problems paying rent, crop failures, following promising mining lodes and sinking 

mineshafts, hiring labour, buying sheep and transporting flocks all the way from Scotland - 

not forgetting the vagaries of the often harsh Exmoor weather.  

Character is revealed directly and indirectly in the documents, such as the continually 

frustrated John Mogridge, Frederick’s agent from 1844 to 1848, the shepherd, William 

Scott, a Scot indeed with views of his own, the troublesome tenant farmer William Gould 

and the bullying Blake who threatened Frederick Knight with violence.  Some people were 

confident that Exmoor was going to provide them with a decent living and maybe a fortune, 

but the Moor led often only to hardship and bankruptcy. With details redolent of their 

period, these nevertheless human stories illustrate the continuity of life struggles from the 

Victorians to our own days. 

“Another such week… would find me a fit 

subject for the lunatic asylum.” John Mogridge, 

the Knights’ agent, writing in Nov 1846. 


